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(54) Identification system

(57) An identity badge (10), a vehicle licence plate,
and a system for making an identity badge or licence
plate are disclosed. The badge comprises a substrate
(20) having a display surface on which indicia (12,14)
are displayed. An overlay (22) is applied to cover at least
part of the display surface of the substrate (20). The
overlay (22) is, at least in part, transparent such that the
indicia (12,14) on the display surface are visible through
it. Further indicia (16,24), referred to as "the variable in-

dicia", are presented on the overlay (22), which are vis-
ible in juxtaposition with the indicia (12,14) on the dis-
play surface. The further indicia may include a photo-
graphic representation (24). In a system for making such
badges or plates, there may be provided a computer and
a printer for producing the variable indicia (16,24).
These may also be hand-written. The indicia (16,24) on
the substrate may be printed in a batch, with a stock of
substrates (20) being kept ready for use.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an identifica-
tion system.
[0002] There are a large number of circumstances in
which there is a need to provide personnel and/or ma-
chinery such as a vehicle with a visible means of iden-
tification. Typically, these are in the form of an identity
badge prominently worn by or carried by a person or an
identity badge or plate for a piece of apparatus such as
a vehicle. This can serve to indicate that a person is suit-
ably qualified, a member of a particular organisation, the
apparatus is licensed for use, and so forth. In many cas-
es, the identity of the particular individual will also be
shown, both typographically and as a photographic rep-
resentation. One specific example is the identity and li-
cence card issued by local or national authorities to a
taxi driver and the licence plate issued for a vehicle.
Thus, the information presented in identity identification
devices issued by any organisation typically has a fixed
component that identifies the purpose of the badge,
identifies the issuing organisation, and so forth and a
variable component which identifies the individual per-
son or piece of apparatus.
[0003] Preferably, the fixed component of the informa-
tion presented by an identification device has a degree
of complexity that renders unauthorised copying diffi-
cult. Moreover, such information must be presented in
a medium that is light-fast and weather-resistant. This
has a side-effect in that it is more difficult for those prop-
erly authorised people to produce identification devices.
Typically, high-quality printing apparatus must be used
to reproduce the fixed component. Such apparatus may
not be affordable by many organisations, and may be
time consuming to produce. Therefore, the production
of such identification devices must be entrusted to a
specialist printer resulting in delay and cost. This is es-
pecially disadvantageous where the identification devic-
es are produced on an occasional or on-demand basis,
rather than in large batches.
[0004] It is therefore an aim of this invention to provide
a system whereby identification device can be produced
as required using equipment likely to be accessible to
most businesses, and can be completed and issued on
demand in a little time. Moreover, it is an aim of the in-
vention to provide an identification device that presents
clear evidence of any attempt to alter the variable infor-
mation that it presents.
[0005] Accordingly, from a first aspect, the invention
provides an identification device comprising a substrate
having a display surface on which indicia are displayed
and an overlay applied to cover at least part of the dis-
play surface of the substrate, wherein the overlay is, at
least in part, transparent such that the indicia on the dis-
play surface are visible through it, and indicia (referred
to as "the variable indicia") are presented on the overlay
which are visible in juxtaposition with the indicia on the
display surface.

[0006] The identification device may take various
forms. For example, it may be (amongst other things) a
personal identity badge or it may be a plate (sometimes
referred to as a "sign") for a vehicle. It may also be a
sign or a signage system.
[0007] The substrate can therefore present the fixed
component of the identity information while the overlay
can contain the variable portion. This permits an organ-
isation to obtain a stock of substrate components and
apply to them overlays containing the variable compo-
nent of information as and when required.
[0008] The variable indicia on the overlay may con-
veniently be produced by a conventional computer print-
er, such as a laser printer, or an ink-jet printer. Such de-
vices are commonly available to most businesses and
are not costly. The variable indicia displayed on it may
be monochrome and the variable information may com-
prise text, numerical or symbolic information.
[0009] Typically, the variable indicia are generated by
a suitable computer program. The program may receive
manual input from a user. Alternatively or additionally, it
may receive data from a database of information where-
by the variable indicia can be generated automatically.
The database may contain digital photographic repre-
sentations of individuals to whom badges are to be is-
sued.
[0010] In certain circumstances, the variable informa-
tion may be hand-written. This may be useful in circum-
stances where a computer or similar equipment is not
available, such as during a power failure or in sites that
are remote or unsuited to electronic equipment.
[0011] The overlay may be a film of suitable transpar-
ent plastic material. Most preferably, the overlay has an
adhesive surface by which it can be bonded to the sub-
strate. In a preferred embodiment, the overlay is a self-
adhesive label. Such a label may be one of several on
a common backing sheet, whereby several overlays can
be printed in a single operation. It will be recognised that
the use of an overlay of this type has the advantage that
the overall size of the identification device is not limited
by the maximum print area of the apparatus used to print
the variable information. The identification device may
be any size, or may be a variety of sizes, without giving
rise to the need to change the size of the overlay.
[0012] In many embodiments, a photographic repre-
sentation of an individual will be provided on the identity
badge. The photographic representation may be of a
conventional type of photograph that may typically be
disposed between the substrate and the overlay. Alter-
natively, the photographic representation may be print-
ed as part one of the variable indicia.
[0013] The substrate is typically formed of paper, card
or thin plastic. It may be printed by any suitable printing
process. It may also include additional features to
render copying more difficult. For example, it may in-
clude a hologram such as a tamper-evident hologram
and/or complex printing such as multiple colour printing.
It will be appreciated that an organisation can obtain
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stocks of the substrate in bulk, so benefiting from the
savings associated with bulk printing. Moreover, it is not
necessary to obtain a substrate specially printed for a
particular badge. Therefore, provided that a stock of
substrate is maintained, a badge for an individual can
be printed at any time.
[0014] The substrate and the overlay may suitably be
encapsulated in a protective enclosure. Such an enclo-
sure is preferably constructed such that the substrate
and the overlay cannot be removed from it without caus-
ing them to be severely damaged or destroyed. This re-
duces the possibly of the badge being fraudulently tam-
pered with. The enclosure most preferably includes for-
mations by means of which it can readily be carried on
a person. Such formations may include a clip or a pin
for attachment to an article of clothing, and/or a hole
through which a chain can be passed in order that the
badge may be worn suspended from a person's neck.
Most typically, the protective enclosure has first and sec-
ond transparent plastic leaves, at least one of which is
coated with an adhesive, whereby the combined sub-
strate and the overlay can be retained between the
leaves.
[0015] From a second aspect, the invention provides
a method for production of an identity badge in which a
substrate is prepared having visible indicia on a display
surface, an overlay is prepared by having variable indi-
cia printed on it, the overlay being at least partly trans-
parent, and the overlay is applied to the substrate such
that the indicia on the substrate are visible through the
overlay in juxtaposition with the variable indicia.
[0016] The substrate is preferably prepared as one of
a bulk batch. Preparation of the substrate may include
a step of printing onto card or plastic sheet.
[0017] The overlay is most preferably printed by a
computer printer such as a laser printer or an ink-jet
printer. The variable indicia may be derived from infor-
mation input manually into the computer. Alternatively
or additionally, the information may be derived from a
computer database.
[0018] From another aspect, the invention provides a
driver and vehicle licensing system comprising a pro-
grammed computer and a printer wherein the program
operates to retrieve data from a database to generate
variable indicia (typically according to a pre-determined
format) in carrying out a method as defined above to
produce an identity badge for a driver and a licence plate
for a vehicle. The data to produce an identity badge and
a vehicle licence plate are advantageously derived from
a common database.
[0019] From a fourth aspect, the invention provides a
system for carrying out the method of the second aspect
which system includes a computer and a printer, the
computer having a program which is operable to cause
the printer to print the variable indicia on the overlay.
[0020] In a modification of any of the above aspects,
the invention may be applied to a sign or a signage sys-
tem. In such embodiments, the fixed information may,

for example, be characterised by an organisation or a
building, and the variable information may, for example,
identify a location or provide directions. This provides
signs with a uniform and, if required, complex back-
ground so that signs of a uniform appearance can be
produced as and when required.
[0021] Embodiments of the invention will now be de-
scribed in detail, by way of example only, and with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 shows an identity badge being an embod-
iment of the invention;
Figure 2 illustrates a plurality of overlays printed
with variable indicia and carried on a common car-
rier;
Figure 3 shows a single substrate being a compo-
nent of the badge of Figure 1;
Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view along line A-A of
the badge of Figure 1 prior to a final sealing opera-
tion being performed;
Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view of the badge of
Figure 1 in completed form;
Figure 6 shows a vehicle licence plate embodying
the invention;
Figure 7 shows a backing sheet being part of the
plate of Figure 6; and
Figure 8 is a cross-sectional view along line A-A of
the plate of Figure 6 (with an enlarged break-out) of
the plate of Figure 6.

[0022] With reference to the figures, there is shown
an identity badge 10. The badge 10 might, for example,
be used to display confirm the identity of a taxi driver,
and to confirm that the driver is properly licensed. The
badge displays a range of information. There is a fixed
portion of information, which is the same for each badge
issued. This fixed portion of the information includes in-
dicia such as text 12, a hologram 14, logos, and a pat-
terned and coloured background (not shown). Most typ-
ically, the fixed portion of the information will identify the
organisation that has issued the badge and to indicate
the status and/or the qualification of the individual to
whom it relates. Additionally, there is a variable portion
of information, which, in this embodiment includes text
16 relating to an individual and a photograph 24 of the
individual.
[0023] The construction of the badge 10 will now be
described in detail.
[0024] The badge comprises a substrate 20. In this
embodiment, the substrate 20 is formed from paper
backed with adhesive. When manufactured, the adhe-
sive is covered by a cover sheet that can subsequently
be removed to expose the adhesive. Other materials,
such as card or plastic, could alternatively be used. The
entire fixed portion of the information is printed or oth-
erwise formed on a display surface of the substrate 20.
The fixed portion of the information is designed so as to
be distinctive, readily recognisable, and difficult to copy.
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[0025] The hologram is a conventional security holo-
gram of a type well known to those familiar with security
products. The hologram 14 is applied to the substrate
onto which it is secured by adhesive. The appearance
of the hologram constitutes a part of the fixed portion of
the information.
[0026] The display surface of the substrate 20 is al-
most entirely covered by an overlay 22. The overlay is
formed as a thin, flexible sheet of transparent plastic ma-
terial. An adhesive layer is provided on one surface
(which will be referred to as the rear surface) of the over-
lay. The adhesive layer serves to bond the overlay 22
onto the display surface of the substrate 20. Bearing in
mind that the overlay is transparent, it will be realised
that the display surface of the substrate 20, and other
components of the fixed portion of information such as
a hologram, will be visible though it.
[0027] The surface of the overlay 22 opposite that on
which the adhesive layer is provided will be referred to
as the front surface. Upon the front surface indicia are
printed. These indicia form part of the variable portion
of the information displayed by the badge. With the over-
lay 22 in place on the substrate 20, the indicia will be
seen set against a background of the display surface
and the information that appears there.
[0028] In most cases, the variable portion of the infor-
mation will include a visual representation of the rightful
user of the badge. In this embodiment, this is achieved
by placing a photographic representation 24 on the sub-
strate 20. Application of the overlay 22 then retains the
photograph 24 in place. Optionally, the photograph 24
is secured to the substrate 20 by adhesive.
[0029] An alternative to the arrangement described in
the last-preceding paragraph is to print an image being
a photographic representation of the individual onto the
front surface of the overlay 22 along with the other indi-
cia.
[0030] The assembly comprising the substrate 20, the
overlay 22, and the photograph 24 are contained within
an enclosure 28. The enclosure 28 comprises front and
rear leaves 30,32. Each leaf 30,32 is formed of tough
plastic material. At least the front leaf 30 is transparent.
The leaves 30,32 are approximately rectangular in
shape and substantially the same size. The front and
rear leaves 30,32 are bonded together along an edge
region 44 such that the can overlie one another. An ad-
hesive layer is provided on the front leaf 30 on the sur-
face, which lies adjacent to the rear leaf 32. On manu-
facture, the adhesive layer is covered by a protective
sheet (not shown) that can be removed to expose the
adhesive.
[0031] Several apertures 40 are formed through the
edge region 44 through which retention formations can
be secured to the badge. The retention formations serve
to retain the badge for display or for carrying on a per-
son.
[0032] To complete assembly of the badge, the cover
sheet is removed from the substrate 20 and the sub-

strate (and the overlay 22) is applied to the rear leaf 32
of the enclosure 28, such that the display surface of the
substrate 20 faces towards the front leaf 30. (The front
leaf 30 can be folded back (as shown in Figure 4) to gain
access to the rear leaf 32.) The protective sheet is then
removed from the front leaf 30 to expose the adhesive
and the front leaf is then pressed down onto the rear leaf
32. This produces a sealed, laminated assembly with a
cross-section as shown in Figure 5.
[0033] Advantageously, the adhesive on the front leaf
30 is of a high strength and tack such that any attempt
to separate the leaves 30,32 will pull apart the assembly
of the substrate 20 and overlay 22 and damage its com-
ponents. This ensures that the variable information, in-
cluding the photographic representation of the individu-
al, cannot be replaced without leaving evidence that the
badge has been tampered with.
[0034] For use, an organisation can procure supplies
of the substrate 20 from a specialist supplier. This avoids
the need for the organisation to poses the specialist
printing equipment necessary to produce a substrate of
sufficient visual complexity to render unauthorised re-
production difficult. On the other hand, the organisation
will normally produce its own overlays in order that a
badge can be produced as and when required and at
low cost.
[0035] As shown in Figure 2, the overlays 22 may suit-
ably be formed from self-adhesive labels, which can be
obtained in sheets 42, as shown in Figure 2. Each sheet
carries several labels (for example, 6, 8, 10, 12 or 16
labels). Labels are peeled from the sheet 42 (which pro-
tects their adhesive surface) for use. Indicia are, for ex-
ample, printed onto multiple labels in one printing oper-
ation by a printer controlled by a suitably programmed
computer. Any suitable printer may be used provided
that it is compatible with the indicia to be printed and
with the material from which the overlays.
[0036] For example, in many cases (particularly
where a separate photograph is to be included) the in-
dicia carried on the overlay 20 may be satisfactorily re-
produced in monochrome. In such cases, a laser printer
may be used. Where a photograph is to be generated
on the overlay, a colour laser printer or an ink-jet printer
may be more suitable.
[0037] With reference now to Figures 6 and 7, there
is shown a licence plate 110 for a vehicle embodying the
invention. The licence plate might, for example, display
licensing information for a vehicle such as a taxi or pri-
vate hire vehicle. The plate 110 displays a range of in-
formation. There is a fixed portion of information that is
the same for each plate issued. The fixed portion of the
indicia includes information such as text 112, a holo-
gram 114 and logos 124 that identify the organisation
that issued the plate and indicate the status (for exam-
ple, as a private hire vehicle) of the vehicle to which the
plate is affixed. In addition, there is a variable portion of
the information 116 that relates to one particular licence
plate. For example, the variable portion of the informa-
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tion may include such matter as a registration number
of the vehicle to which the plate has been issued, the
expiry date of the licence, a description of the vehicle,
and so forth.
[0038] The construction of a first example of such a
plate 110 will now be described with reference to Figures
6 to 8.
[0039] The plate 110 comprises a base sheet 130
shaped and dimensioned to the size of plate required.
The base sheet 130 is formed from a clear plastic ma-
terial of suitable toughness and rigidity for use on a ve-
hicle. For example, a material such as a shatter-resist-
ant polycarbonate or an acrylic may be suitable. A rear
surface 132 has a transparent layer of high-tack adhe-
sive applied to it, which is protected by a removable cov-
er sheet (not shown) during manufacture. Holes 140 are
provided through the base sheet 140 as required to fa-
cilitate mounting of the plate on a vehicle.
[0040] A backing sheet 142 covers substantially the
entire rear surface 132 of the base sheet 130. The back-
ing sheet 142 has a display surface, in contact with the
rear surface 132 where it is help by the adhesive. The
display surface carries the fixed portion of the informa-
tion, which is visible through the base sheet 130. Addi-
tionally, a hologram 114 is preferably adhered to the
backing sheet before it is applied to the base sheet 130,
such that the hologram 114 is also visible through the
base sheet 130. In this embodiment, the backing sheet
130 is formed from thin opaque plastic material, printed
with coloured indicia as required.
[0041] A transparent sheet 136 is adhered to a region
of the rear surface 132. The variable portion of the indi-
cia is printed on the transparent sheet, using methods
much as those described above. The transparent sheet
136 is formed from thin, flexible, transparent plastic ma-
terial. For example, the adhesive labels described
above with reference to Figure 2. In such a case, the
front, adhesive surface of the label is applied to a suit-
able part of the display surface of the backing sheet 142,
preferably to overlie the hologram 114, before the back-
ing sheet 142 is applied to the base sheet 130.
[0042] Thus, it will be understood that a vehicle plate
can be constructed with the entirety of its variable infor-
mation 116 printed onto the transparent sheet 136 using
simple and inexpensive printing apparatus.
[0043] Preferably, the adhesive layer of the base
sheet 130 is of greater strength than the adhesive that
holds the hologram 114 onto the backing sheet 142. If
an attempt is made to peel the baking sheet 142 away
from the base sheet 130, the hologram 114 will be pulled
off the backing sheet 142, causing it to be damaged in
the process. This provides clear evidence of an attempt
to tamper with the plate. Thus, an attempt to alter or oth-
erwise tamper with the variable portion of the informa-
tion will result in destruction of the plate. It will therefore
be understood that a plate embodying the invention has
inherent tamper-resistant properties. Similar considera-
tions apply to an identity badge embodying the inven-

tion. The properties of the various adhesives used in
embodiments of the invention are selected as to max-
imise the disruption and damage caused to the various
components of the device during an attempt to separate
its layers after it has been assembled.
[0044] When assembled into a plate, the base sheet
130, hologram 114, and backing sheet 142 are disposed
in layers, one on another, as shown in Figure 8.
[0045] Many other embodiments can readily be con-
ceived. For example, an opaque border or borders may
be provided on the base sheet to provide a neat appear-
ance to the periphery of the licence plate. A plurality of
transparent sheets 136 may be applied to display vari-
able information at various parts of the licence plate.
[0046] In another embodiment, the backing sheet 130
is formed from highly reflective material. This can en-
hance the legibility of the licence plate in conditions of
poor lighting. This is especially important where the
plate is to be inspected at night by the light of a hand-
held torch or by vehicle headlights.
[0047] In a simple embodiment, a program may re-
ceive information entered manually by a user for direct
reproduction as variable information for a badge or a
plate. Alternatively, the data may be derived from a da-
tabase. The database may also contain digitised images
from which photographic representations of the individ-
uals can be printed. This arrangement allows for badges
for a number of authorised individuals to be produced
automatically in a batch.
[0048] As will be appreciated, the same hardware can
be used to produce both badges and licence plates.
Therefore, in a preferred system, there a database con-
tains information relating to both drivers and their vehi-
cles. This permits a common hardware and software
system to be used to produce both badges for a licensed
driver and plates for a licensed vehicle.
[0049] At another level of complexity, the software
system may contain a list of vehicle manufacturers and
models that can automatically be included within the
variable data to be printed on a vehicle licence.
[0050] The software system could be extended, for
example, to acquire data from a driver or vehicle testing
establishment in order that identity badges and/or li-
cense plated can be issued only to an authorised indi-
vidual or vehicle.
[0051] In a further application of any of the above em-
bodiments of the invention, a sign can be produced. Ex-
amples of such a sign might identify a location or provide
directions in a building. In such embodiments, the sub-
strate may, for example, carry indicia that identify an or-
ganisation such as a company, a government body, or
any other institution. The overlay may carry any infor-
mation of a type normally displayed on a sign. Such in-
formation might identify a location (a room, for example)
or provide directions to a location. In this way, an organ-
isation can produce signs as and when required with a
uniform appearance, for example, in order to maintain
a corporate identity within a building.
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Claims

1. A method for production of an identification device
characterised in that a substrate is prepared having
visible indicia on a display surface, an overlay is
prepared by having variable indicia printed on it, the
overlay being at least partly transparent, and the
overlay is applied to the substrate such that the in-
dicia on the substrate are visible through the overlay
in juxtaposition with the variable indicia.

2. A method according to claim 1 in which the sub-
strate is prepared as one of a bulk batch.

3. A method according to claim 1 or claim 2 in which
preparation of the substrate includes a step of print-
ing onto paper, card or plastic sheet.

4. A method according to any preceding claim which
includes a step in which at least some of the variable
indicia are printed.

5. A method according to any preceding claim which
includes a step in which at least some of the variable
indicia are hand-written.

6. A driver and vehicle licensing system comprising a
programmed computer and a printer wherein the
program operates to retrieve data from a database
to generate variable indicia in carrying out a method
according to any preceding claim to produce an
identity badge for a driver and a licence plate for a
vehicle.

7. A system for carrying out the a method according
to any one of claims 1 to 5 which system includes
a computer and a printer, the computer having a
program which is operable to cause the printer to
print the variable indicia on the overlay.

8. A system according to claim 7 further including a
database that includes data from which the variable
indicia are derived.

9. A system according to claim 8 in which the database
includes photographic representations of individu-
als to whom an identification device being a person-
al identity badge will be issued.

10. A system according to claim 8 or claim 9 in which
the database includes information identifying a ve-
hicle for which an identification device being a li-
cence plate will be issued.

11. A system according to any one of claims 7 to 10 in
which a plurality of different identification devices
can be produced from a common set of input data.

12. A system according to claim 11 in which at least a
personal identity badge and a vehicle licence plate
are produced form a set of input data.

13. An identification device comprising a substrate hav-
ing a display surface on which indicia are displayed
and an overlay applied to cover at least part of the
display surface of the substrate, wherein the over-
lay is, at least in part, transparent such that the in-
dicia on the display surface are visible through it,
and indicia (referred to as "the variable indicia") are
presented on the overlay which are visible in juxta-
position with the indicia on the display surface.

14. An identification device according to claim 13 in
which at least some of the variable indicia on the
overlay are produced by a conventional computer
printer, such as a laser printer, or an ink-jet printer.

15. An identification device according to claim 13 or
claim 14 in which at least some of the variable indi-
cia on the overlay are hand-written.

16. An identification device according to any one of
claims 13 to 15 in which the variable indicia dis-
played on the overlay comprises text, numerical or
symbolic information.

17. An identification device according to any one of
claims 13 to 16 in which the overlay is a film of trans-
parent plastic material.

18. An identification device according to any one of
claims 13 to 17 in which the overlay has an adhesive
surface by which it can be bonded to the substrate.

19. An identification device according to claim 18 in
which the overlay is a self-adhesive label.

20. An identification device according to claim 19 in
which the label is one of several on a common back-
ing sheet.

21. An identification device according to any one of
claims 13 to 20 in which the substrate is formed of
paper, card or thin plastic.

22. An identification device according to any one of
claims 13 to 21 in which the substrate includes fea-
tures that act to reduce the ease with which it may
be copied.

23. An identification device according to claim 22 in
which the said features include a hologram and/or
complex printed matter.

24. An identification device according to any one of
claims 13 to 23 in which the substrate and the over-
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lay are encapsulated in a protective enclosure.

25. An identification device according to claim 24 in
which the enclosure is constructed such that the
substrate and the overlay cannot be removed from
it without causing them to be severely damaged or
destroyed.

26. An identification device according to claim 24 or
claim 25 in which the protective enclosure has first
and second transparent plastic leaves, at least one
of which is coated with an adhesive, whereby the
combined substrate and the overlay can be retained
between the leaves.

27. An identification device according to any one of
claims 13 to 26 being an identity badge for an indi-
vidual.

28. An identification badge according to claim 27 in
which a photographic representation of an individ-
ual is provided on the identity badge.

29. An identification badge according to claim 28 in
which the photograph is disposed between the sub-
strate and the overlay.

30. An identification badge according to claim 28 or
claim 29 in which the photographic representation
is printed on the overlay as part of the variable in-
dicia.

31. An identification device according to any one of
claims 13 to 26 being a licence plate for a vehicle.

32. A licence plate for a vehicle according to claim 31
in which the substrate and the overlay are covered
by a transparent sheet.

33. A licence plate according to claim 32 in which the
transparent sheet is formed from plastic material
such as polycarbonate or acrylic.

34. A licence plate according to claim 32 or claim 33 in
which the substrate and the overlay are adhered to
the transparent sheet.
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